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Discussion Topics
 ASRS Metrics and Alerts
 Dispatcher Report Data – Intake, 
Location and Anomalies
 Terrain Critical Depressurization 
Procedure (TCDP) Planning Issues
• Review of ASRS reports
Monthly Intake
January 1981 – February 2018
ASRS Report Volume Profile
Aviation Safety Reporting System
 Approaching 42 years
of confidential safety 
reporting
 Over 1,522,000 reports 
received
 Over 6,400 alert 
messages issued
 Over 7,858 reports per 
month, or 377 per 
working day
 Total report intake for 
2017 was 94,302
 Current rate estimate 
for 2018 is over 95,000
Incident Reporter Distribution
January 2017 – February 2018
n = 106,961
Source:  100% ASRS Report Data
 ASAP Reporting  
• 243 Total Programs
• 123 Air Carriers/Operators
 Reporting Groups
• 117 Pilot
• 57 Maintenance
• 43 Dispatch
• 23 Flight Attendant
• 3 Other (Including Ground Crew, etc.)
 Majority are received through Secure Electronic Data 
Transmission protocols 
 Paper form submissions continue to be received at ASRS 
ASAP Reporting to ASRS
ASRS Electronic Transmission 
Methodology compatible with 
numerous software platforms
More programs being
added continuously
27.4% of all reports are matched to unique events in 2017
Aviation Safety Reporting System
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Dispatch Related Alert Messages 
 Dispatch Related Alert Message Examples
• Terrain Critical Depressurization Procedures (TCDP) Issues
• Central America Volcanic Ash Activity Report Availability for Flight Crews
• FSS NOTAM Oasis Procedures
• MDT Runway 13 Displaced Threshold Marking
• A320 Wing Anti-Ice Valve MEL Procedure
• SIGMET Location Identification Issues
• Security Concerns With Passenger Internet Access
• ASOS/AWOS Weather Distribution Suggestion
Dispatcher Report Data 
100% of Reports Received
 ASRS report data includes Dispatch 
incident reports received between Jan 1, 
2012 – February 13, 2018
 Charts tabulated:
• Year/Month
• Location
• Event Anomalies
Data references 100% of reports received.
Dispatcher Report Data 
100% of Reports Received (Jan 1, 2012 – Feb 13, 2018)
*2018 data complete through February 13, 2018.
*
*
n = 10,914
Dispatcher Report Data
Top 15 Facilities or Airports (Jan 1, 2012 – Feb 13, 2018)
Data references 100% of reports received.
n = 10,914
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Categories are not mutually exclusive.  Therefore, a single incident may be coded by ASRS analysts as involving more than one anomaly.
Dispatcher Personnel Report Data
Anomalies (Jan 1, 2012 – Feb 13, 2018)
Data references 100% of reports received.
n = 10,914
Event Anomalies (Top 20) Number of Incidents
Published Material / Policy 8,012
FAR 1,959
MEL 1,155
Aircraft Equipment Problem Less Severe 1113
Weight and Balance 719
Weather / Turbulence 611
Deviation - Procedural - Other 484
Maintenance 437
Clearance 425
Fuel Issue 308
Other / Unknown 191
Illness 169
ATC Issue 158
Track / Heading Deviation 88
Taxiway Incursion 62
Aircraft Equipment Problem - Critical 46
Hazardous Material Violation 44
Ground Conflict, Less Severe 39
Inflight Event Encounter - Other 34
Flight Deck / Cabin / Aircraft Event - Other 33
ASRS Dispatcher Safety Reports
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CAST Safety Enhancements (SE001, SE002, SE009, SE012, SE013, SE015, SE026, SE120, SE131)
 ASRS has received several safety reports 
describing Terrain Critical Depressurization 
Procedure Issues
 This topic was presented as a Telecon Item in 
January 2018 (Three events were discussed)
• FAA, NTSB, NASA (Monthly)
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 Alert message was 
issued on 3/13/2018
Terrain Critical Depressurization Procedures (TCDP) Issues
“Fuel Burn Plan”
 ASRS received a report from a B777 Captain 
who questioned the validity of a trans-Atlantic 
dispatch release that did not appear to provide 
a workable fuel burn plan in a terrain critical 
depressurization procedure (TCDP) event
 Reporter specifically questioned the fuel 
calculation procedure when no suitable 
alternate is available on the west coast of 
Greenland
Terrain Critical Depressurization Procedures (TCDP) Issues
“Fuel Burn Plan”
 A depressurization event 
would then require 
circumnavigation of 
Greenland at 10,000 
feet with significantly 
increased fuel burn
 Reporter stated “I can find nowhere in the 
FARs...where it specifically states that an 
ETOPS solution can ignore a TCDP.”
(ACN 1508679)
Terrain Critical Depressurization Procedures (TCDP) Issues
“Fuel Burn Plan”
 A B777 crew enroute to Western Asia over 
an easterly routing, realized the high terrain 
along the route offered no emergency high 
terrain escape procedures
 The dispatch software 
apparently contained 
no check for flight 
contingencies over 
high altitude terrain
(ACN 1340958)
Terrain Critical Depressurization Procedures (TCDP) Issues
“High Terrain Escape Procedures”
 B777 Captain reported concern that the 
Company Terrain Critical Depressurization 
Procedures did not apply to flight along UR640 
and may not apply to the model B777 being flown
 After discussion with the 
Dispatcher and the Fleet 
Technical Manager the flight 
departed with unstated 
alterations to the route of 
flight (ACN 1254368)
Terrain Critical Depressurization Procedures (TCDP) Issues
“Route Planning Procedure”
 Additional Reports:
• Reports 1504383 and 1515266 described similar TCDP 
issues
 These reports also described concerns with 
planned routes over high terrain without a 
suitable Terrain Critical Depressurization 
Procedure
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Air Carrier Captain
This graphic is for illustrative purposes only and not to be used for any other purpose.
“Flying [this leg] we are generally over the Terrain Critical 
Depressurization Procedure (TCDP) area of Greenland. The TCDP is 
simple, if west of W040 descend to FL140 and proceed to the west 
coast of Greenland, if east of W040 descend to FL140 and proceed to 
the east coast of Greenland. For my flight, the original route had an 
ETOPS Critical Point (CP) west of W040 with an ETOPS alternate east 
of W040. Thus the ETOPS solution conflicted with the TCDP. I can find 
no guidance that says that an ETOPS solution can ignore TCDP 
requirements, nor does it say that an ETOPS solution must comply 
with a TCDP, however since both are in the manuals and both address 
the same contingency, a decompression, it seems a reasonable 
inference that an ETOPS solution should comply with a TCDP. From a 
practical standpoint it also seems reasonable.” (Report 1504383)
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ETOPS Conflicts with TCDP
Air Carrier Flight Crew
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Peaks Greater than 13,300 FT, no TCDP
“A portion of our route included VVC UB689 BOG UG447 SPP. This route 
overflies high terrain with mountain peaks exceeding 13,300 feet. The 
Planning guide, South America Region section, does not include a Terrain 
Critical Depressurization Procedure for this route. Approaching VVC, we 
contacted Dispatch and asked if the procedure may be located in another 
section of the guide. While waiting on the answer from Dispatch, we 
considered a course change including a course reversal. Dispatch [could not 
suggest any specific publications that covered this route.] We proceeded on 
our dispatched and cleared route with great caution. We discussed 
contingency plans for possible mechanical failures requiring a descent.” 
(Report 1515266)
https://asrs.arc.nasa.gov/
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